New Job listing from Louisville, KY

iHeart Media has an immediate full-time opening for an Anchor/Reporter. This position will prepare and deliver newscasts across multiple stations, state networks and digital platforms. Must be an aggressive self-starter who can hit the ground running, cut up sound on the fly from the street or in-house, love big breaking news, write conversationally and stay on top of social media - all while updating the web and Facebook. Must be able to write short, tight copy, adlib well, anchor short form newscasts or long form event coverage when necessary, interact with talk show hosts and understand news coverage in the digital/social media age.

Vacancy Type: Full Time
City: Louisville - 40218
State: Kentucky
Experience: 2 to 3 years doing radio news in a medium or large market
Requirements:
Must be a fast learner and self-starter capable of doing more than one thing at a time.
Cool Edit Pro and RCS News experience a plus.
Schedule will require working Sundays and will include some holidays.
Position requires after hours on-call rotation.
Position requires valid driver’s license.
Additional Information:
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Contact: Please visit www.iHeartMediaCareers.com to upload your resume and apply for this job.